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Abstract
We organize a table of regular graphs with minimal diameters and
minimal mean path lengths, large bisection widths and high degrees of
symmetries, obtained by enumerations on supercomputers. These optimal
graphs, many of which are newly discovered, may find wide applications,
for example, in design of network topologies.
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1 Introduction
The next-generation supercomputers reaching exascales require sophis-
ticated interconnection networks to couple hundreds of millions of pro-
cessing units and these interconnection networks must be scalable at high
bandwidth and low latency. In addition to the requirement of many-host
clusters, from the aspect ofmicro-chips, more andmore cores are integrated
on one chip that require a high-performance interconnection network to
couple them. The processing speed of network-on-chip (NoC), an aggre-
gated on-chip infrastructure to enhance the energy performance among
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others, sensitively relies on its framework design to maximize the latency
reduction and throughput. Also, data-centers in cloud computing also de-
mand optimal architectures for dealing with expeditious growth of nodes,
memory, and interconnection networks in a supercomputing system.
For this principle challenge, analyzing and optimizing network struc-
tures, of interconnection networks, graph theory is an acknowledged pow-
erful method by transforming network components into vertices, and com-
munication links into edges. The great focus of structure design hence is
on the topologies of interconnection networks and the associated graph
properties of them. The current prevailing basic modules include tree,
near-neighbor mesh [1], torus [2], star, Heawood graph, Peterson graph,
hypercube [3, 4], etc. Major operations on these typical base graphs, in
searching for optimal network topology, are hierarchical interconnection
graphs and Cartesian products. Hierarchical interconnection network en-
ables large network structures to maintain desired properties, such as low
diameter and lowmean path length (MPL), of the basic graphs [5, 6]. Clas-
sic examples of hierarchical products graphs include deterministic tree [7],
Dragonfly [8], and hierarchical hypercube [9]. The Cartesian product, a
straightforward graph operation that generates many eminent combined
graphs, permits designers to reach a specified performance of larger-scale
interconnection networks at minimal cost with parameters that can be di-
rectly required from the corresponding parameters of initial basic graphs
[10].
It is obvious that most hierarchical networks are all based on Peterson
graph and hypercube. Lacking diversity of orders, they limit the scales of
clusters. Deng et al. [11] proposed more optimal graphs and their bench-
marks on a Beowulf cluster with these graphs prove to enhance network
performance better than the mainstream networks. Xu et al. [12] applied
these graphs to creating larger networks by using the Cartesian product,
resolving scale limitations. To fill the family of optimal graphs, we use the
exhaustive search as mentioned in [13] to find the graphs with the minimal
MPL and other properties aiming for optimizing interconnection networks.
These graphs can be used in NoC directly or, combining with hierarchi-
cal method or Cartesian products, used as the interconnects for clusters.
Symmetry, as one of the important properties for graph filtering, is also an
essential factor in characterizing and measuring complex networks [14, 15]
as demonstrated in Conder [16] who organized a series of highly symmet-
ric graphs. Automorphism group directly represents graph symmetry, the
computation of which has been extensively studied [17] and applied in
structural modeling and design [18, 19]. The rest of this paper introduces,
in Sec. 2, our criteria of optimal graphs and our structured table of the
optimal base graphs and, in Sec. 3, our conclusions.
2 Criteria and Optimal Graphs
2.1 Criteria
• Diameter and MPL of a Regular Graph
In the study of the components of interconnection networks, a graph
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with minimal diameter and minimal MPL markedly reduces the commu-
nication latency. Among all regular graphs, the Moore graphs and the
generalized Moore graphs, with given numbers of vertices and of degrees,
have the minimal diameters and minimal MPLs.
Let G be a connected regular graph of N vertices and degree k. The
distance d(u , v) between two distinct vertices u and v is the length of the
shortest path between these two vertices, while its diameter D is the max-
imum d(u , v) value [20]. For the generalized Moore graphs with given
diameter D and degree k, the upper bound on the number of vertices is
achieved as
Mk ,D  1 + k
D∑
i1
(k − 1)i−1 

k(k − 1)D − 2
k − 2 (k ≥ 3)
1 + 2D (k  2)
.
known asMoore bound, named byHoffman and Singleton after E. F.Moore
who first studied the problem [21]. By inverting the Moore bound with
regard to D and k, the lower bound of diameter Dk ,N can be attained
(degree of 2 is a trivial case):
Dk ,N 
⌈
logk−1
N(k − 2) + 2
k
⌉
(k ≥ 3).
The MPL in a graph is the average, taken over all pairs of vertices, of the
shortest path lengths between two vertices. If G is a connected graph with
N vertices, the MPL is calculated by
MPL  1
N(N − 1)
∑
u,v
d(u , v).
Cerf et al. [22] proved a lower bound on MPL for any regular graph G of
N vertices and degree k. Moreover, Cerf et al. [22] defines a regular graph
with MPL equal to the lower bound as the generalized Moore graph.
MPLmin 
1
N − 1
©­«k
Dk ,N∑
i1
(k − 1)i−1 i −
(
Mk ,Dk ,N − N
)
Dk ,N
ª®¬ (k ≥ 3).
• Bisection Bandwidth
Abisectionof agraph is abipartitionof its vertex set inwhich thenumber
of vertices in the two parts differ by at most 1, and its size is the number of
edges which go across the two parts. The bisection width of a graph is its
minimum bisection size. In network topologies, bisection bandwidth is the
minimum communication volume allowed into these removed links while
recognizing bisection. Bisection bandwidth is commonly used to estimate
the achievable throughput and latency of a network, and an increase in
bisection bandwidth of a network improves the overall systemperformance.
Let C(N1 , N2) denote the set of edges removed to divide the total vertices
N into two disjoint sets N1 and N2. The number of removed edges is
|C(N1 , N2)|, and the bisection width is calculated as follows [23]:
BC  min
bisections
|C (N1 ,N2)| .
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• Automorphism Group Size
An automorphism of a graph G is a permutation map from the vertex
set to another vertex set which preserves adjacency of vertices. The set of all
automorphisms of a graph G is defined as the automorphism group of G,
which is denoted by Aut(G). Since edge symmetry in interconnection net-
works ameliorates load balance across the links of the network, we further
analyze on our graphs by utilizing automorphism to identify the symme-
tries. In general, more symmetrical network leads to better performance as
in routing and robustness [23, 24].
2.2 Optimal Graphs
We denote regular graphs of N vertices and degree k as (N, k) graphs. For
fixed N and k, we filter all (N, k) graphs by minimizing diameter and MPL
and maximizing bisection width and automorphism group size in such
specific order, and define the filtered graphs as optimal (N, k) graphs. The
above filtering order is determined by the importance of each parameter in
interconnect design as illustrated in [2] and demonstrated by benchmarking
performance in [11]. Hence, an optimal graph has the properties ofminimal
diameter,minimalMPL, high throughput andhigh symmetry. We searched
for the optimal graphs by enumeration using the same method as in [13]
on supercomputers, and adopted data partially from [13]. In particular, we
exhaustively calculated the diameters and MPLs of ∼ 1012 and 1013 graphs
for (21, 4) and (32, 3) respectively while, for the special case of (32, 4), the
number of non-isomorphic graphs is too massive to exhaustively search.
We calculated the bisection widths using KaHIP [25] and automorphism
groups using GAP [26] and SageMath [27], both parallelized using GNU
Parallel [28] on supercomputers. The optimal graphs are organized in
Tables 2-4, with table cell background colors indicating the diameters and
other parameters placed around each graph as shown in the legend (Figure
1). The adjacency matrices of these optimal graphs can be provided upon
request. These tables provide a structured representation of the optimal
graphs with attributes for concise, convenient and rich references. The
symbols for automorphism groups are defined in Table 1 with information
in [29] for additional details. In the Tables 2-3, three (N, k) pairs possess 2 or
3 optimal graphs and one such optimal graph is recorded in Tables 2-4while
the remainder is tabulated in the auxiliary Table 4. The asterisk marked
on the parameter indicates not being equal to the theoretical lower bound,
but still minimum. Table 5 provides the finite presentations of semidirect
product groups in Tables 2-4. A subset of the optimal graphs are named
graphs that are confirmed by comparing with existing graph database in
Mathematica [30] and their properties are presented in Table 6.
We also noted that many optimal graphs belong to the same category or
have common properties. From Table 6, we see that many optimal graphs
are Cayley or circulant or both. Some of the optimal cubic graphs are the
smallest crossing number graphs [31]. Within the range of (N, k) covered
by us, cage graphs [32], and complete multipartite graphs of which the
automorphism groups are wreath products of symmetric groups, are all
optimal. The comparison with named graphs may lead to further study
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of more potential properties of the optimal graphs, which in return can
expand the discovery and application.
Table 1: Illustrations of symbols used for automorphism groups.
Symbol Description
An Alternating group on a set of length n
Cn Cyclic group of order n
Dn Dihedral group of order 2n
GL(n , p) General linear group of degree n over finite field Fp
PGL(n , p) Projective general linear group obtained from GL(n , p)
Sn Symmetric group on a set of length n
Aut(H) Automorphism group of group H
Hol(H) Holomorph of group H
× Direct product
Hm Direct product of m copies of group H
o Semidirect product (For K o H used here, H acts faithfully on K)
o Wreath product
2.9355 1
10 12
A4
Mean Path 
Length (MPL)
Bisection
Width (BW)
Automorphism 
Group Size |Aut(G)|
Number of 
Non-isomorphic Graphs
D = 1
D = 2
D = 3
D = 4
NA
Optimal Graph
Automorphism Group Aut(G)
D = Diameter
Figure 1: Graph legends.
Table 2: The optimal graphs for N ≤ 12 and k ≤ 7.
N
k 3 4 5 6 7
1.0000 1
4 24
4
S4
5
Table 2. The optimal graphs for N ≤ 12 and k ≤ 7 (continued).
N
k 3 4 5 6 7
1.0000 1
6 120
5
S5
1.4000 1 1.2000 1 1.0000 1
5 72 6 48 9 720
6
S3 o S2 S2 o S3 S6
1.3333 1 1.0000 1
6 48 12 5040
7
D4 × S3 S7
1.5714 1 1.4286 1 1.2857 1 1.1429 1 1.0000 1
4 16 8 1152 10 60 12 384 16 40320
8
D8 S4 o S2 S3 × D5 S2 o S4 S8
1.5000 1 1.2500 1
8 72 14 1296
9
S3 o S2 S3 o S3
1.6667 1 1.5556 1 1.4444 1 1.3333 1 1.2222 1
5 120 8 320 13 28800 14 288 17 576
10
S5 C2 × (C24 o D5) S5 o S2 C2 × S3 × S4 D4 × (S3 o S2)
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Table 2. The optimal graphs for N ≤ 12 and k ≤ 7 (continued).
N
k 3 4 5 6 7
1.6000 1 1.4000 1
8 22 16 5760
11
D11 C2 × S4 × S5
1.9091 1 1.6364 1 1.5455 1 1.4545 1 1.3636 1
6 18 10 48 12 576 18 1036800 20 4608
((C2 × S3) o S2) (C2 × (S4 o S2))
12
D9 D4 × S3 ×C2 S6 o S2 oC2
Table 3: The optimal graphs for N  14, 16, ..., 32 and k  3 (left)
and for N  13, 14, ..., 21, 32 and k  4 (right).
N
k 3 N
k 4
2.0769 1 1.6667 1
7 336 10 52
14
PGL(2, 7)
13
C13 o C4
2.2000 2 1.6923 1
6 6 10 96
16
S3
14
C22 × S4
2.2941 1 1.7143 1
7 8 10 12
18
D4
15
D6
7
Table 3. The optimal graphs for N  14, 16, ..., 32
and k  3 (left) and for N  13, 14, ..., 21, 32 and k  4
(right) (continued).
N
k 3 N
k 4
2.3684 1 1.7500* 1
8 20 12 32
20
D10
16
C22 o C2
2.4805* 1 1.8162* 1
9 16 12 36
22
C2 × D4
17
S32
2.5652 1 1.8627* 1
8 32 12 12
24
Hol(C8)
18
D6
2.6800 1 1.8889 1
9 52 12 24
26
C13 o C4
19
D12
2.7778 1 1.9474 1
10 336 14 96
28
PGL(2, 7)
20
GL(2, 3) o C2
2.8621 1 2.0000 2
9 1440 14 14
30
Aut(S6)
21
D7
8
Table 3. The optimal graphs for N  14, 16, ..., 32
and k  3 (left) and for N  13, 14, ..., 21, 32 and k  4
(right) (continued).
N
k 3 N
k 4
2.9355 1 2.3548 3
10 12 18 3
32
A4
32
C3
Table 6: A summary of the properties of the optimal graphs in
Tables 2-4.
Degree k Vertices N Named Graphs
4 Tetrahedral graph; Complete; Distance-transitive; Strongly
regular; Cayley; (3,3)-Cage; Circulant; Planar; Smallest cubic
crossing number-0
6 Thomsen graph; Complete bipartite; Distance-transitive;
Strongly regular; Cayley; (3,4)-Cage; Circulant; Smallest cubic
crossing number-1
8 Wagner graph; Vertex-transitive; Cayley; Circulant; tripartite
10 Petersen graph; Nonhamiltonian; Distance-transitive;
Strongly regular; (3,5)-Cage; Smallest cubic crossing number-
2; tripartite
3
14 Heawood graph; Bipartite; Distance-transitive; Cayley; (3,6)-
Cage; Smallest cubic crossing number-3
22 Smallest cubic crossing number-7; tripartite
24 McGee graph; (3,7)-Cage; Smallest cubic crossing number-8;
tripartite
26 Generalized Petersen-(13,5); Vertex-transitive; Smallest cubic
crossing number-9; tripartite
28 Coxeter graph; Nonhamiltonian; Distance-transitive; Smallest
cubic crossing number-11; tripartite
30 Levi graph; Bipartite; Distance-transitive; (3,8)-Cage; Smallest
cubic crossing number-13 (to be proved)
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Table 6. A summary of the properties of the optimal graphs in Tables 2-4 (continued).
Degree k Vertices N Named Graphs
5 Pentatope graph; Complete; Distance-transitive; Strongly reg-
ular; Cayley; (4,3)-Cage; Circulant
6 Octahedral graph; Complete tripartite; Distance-transitive;
Strongly regular; Cayley; Planar; Circulant
8 Complete bipartite; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular;
Cayley; (4,4)-Cage; Circulant
4 9 Generalized quadrangle-(2,1); (2, 3)-Hamming graph; (3, 3)-rook graph; 9-Paley graph; Distance-transitive; Strongly reg-
ular; Cayley; tripartite
10 Arc-transitive; Cayley; Circulant; tripartite
11 4-AndrÃąsfai graph; Vertex-transitive; Cayley; Circulant; tri-
partite
12 Vertex-transitive; Cayley; Circulant; tripartite
13 13-Cyclotomic graph; Arc-transitive; Cayley; Circulant; 4-
partite
19 Robertson graph; (4,5)-cage; tripartite
21 [Tab.
4]
Brinkmann graph; 4-partite
6 Complete; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular; Cayley; (5,3)-
Cage; Circulant
5 8 (5,3)-Cone graph; 4-partite
10 Complete bipartite; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular;
Cayley; (5,4)-Cage; Circulant
7 Complete; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular; Cayley; (6,3)-
Cage; Circulant
8 16-Cell; Complete 4-partite; Distance-transitive; Strongly reg-
ular; Cayley; Circulant
6 9 Complete tripartite; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular;
Cayley; Circulant
10 (6,4)-Cone graph; tripartite
12 Complete bipartite; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular;
Cayley; (6,4)-Cage; Circulant
7
8 Complete; Distance-transitive; Strongly regular; Cayley; (7,3)-
Cage; Circulant
12 Vertex-transitive; Cayley; Circulant; 4-partite
3 Conclusions
Using the exhaustive search with supercomputers, we enumerate regular
graphs with a wide range of orders, filter them with the diameter, MPL,
bisection bandwidth, and symmetry. The benchmarks on a Beowulf also
prove that the feature of symmetry affects the performance of networks, and
these optimal graphs can be applied to many areas including the designs of
microchips and data centers. We supply new base graphs and expansion
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Table 4: Other optimal graphs.
(16, 3) (21, 4) (32, 4) (32, 4)
2.2000 2 2.0000 2 2.3548 3 2.3548 3
6 6 14 14 18 3 18 3
S3 D7 C3 C3
Table 5: The finite presentations of semidirect product groups in Tables 2-4.
(N, k) Semidirect Product Group Structure Finite Presentation (reduced)
(26,3) C13 o C4 〈a , b | a13 , b4 , bab−1a−5〉(13,4)
(10,4) C2 × (C24 o D5) 〈a , b , c | a
2 , b2 , c2 , (ab)4 ,
(acbc)2 , (ca)4 , (cb)5 , (babc)4〉
(20,4) GL(2, 3) o C2 〈a , b | a
2 , (b−2aba)2 ,
b−1ab4ab−3 , (ab−1ab)3〉
(12,7) (C2 × (S4 o S2)) o C2
〈a , b , c , d | a2 , b2 , c2 , d2 , (ab)2 ,
(ac)2 , (bc)3 , (bd)4 , (da)4 , (dadc)2 ,
(dbdc)2 , (dc)4 , (bdad)4 , (dcbdadbc)4〉
methods to construct larger and diverse interconnection networks.
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